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ABSTRACT 
 

The challenges faced by today's organizations require managers with strong management skills. The rapid 
and unpredictable changes in organizations, increasing global competitions, as well as the development of 
information technology demand managers with different skills and abilities. The present paper is intends to 
classify the managers, skills based on the fuzzy analytic network  process (FANP) and fuzzy analytic hierarchy 
process (FAHP), in accordance with the views of senior managers in Jahad-e Daneshgahi. These skills, which 
are derived from research by Larry C. Giunipero et al, are comprise of those involved in Decision Making, 
Planning, Risk Management, Internal Motivation, Creativity and Innovations, Influencing and Persuasion and 
Interpersonal Communication. As this research focuses on the study of Jahad-e Daneshgahi, it is also considered 
as a case study. In order to classify these skills, a researcher designed questionnaire was developed using expert 
opinions. As the questions were presented using the paired comparison method, its reliability was confirmed by 
calculating the rate of adaptation; and the validity of the questionnaire was confirmed by the experts. Then, the 
collected data were analyzed using Super decision, MATLAB, and EXCEL softwares. The research result based 
on FAHP method shows that,  among the main indicators, planning had the first priority.  Among the main sub-
indicators, the sub-indicators of setting long-term goals and aspirations of the organization have allocated the 
first priority, and finally, the 29th priority was allocated to the negotiation of the sub-indicator of interpersonal 
communication. Also based on FANP method, decision making had the first priority. Among the main sub-
indicators, the decision-making on unusual issues have allocated the first priority. And finally, the 29th priority 
was allocated to intrinsic motivation. 
 
Key words: Skill indicators, Entrepreneurial managers, Prioritization, Fuzzy analytic network  process, Fuzzy 

analytic hierarchy process. 
 
Introduction 
 

Modern organizations require managers who 
confront with existing  challenges for achieving 
success & improving functions &competing with 
other companies. they also need the managers who 
have powerful management skills to respond to needs 
and revolutions and changes of  economical- social  
system in recent  age and to strengthen & refresh and 
survive themselves. meantime effective facing with  
these  revolutions  and  changes, they cause success, 
development  and they improve functions  in 

organization. these   important   skills, which are 
confirmed as the most important factors for 
determining plans and  making decisions  in modern 
challenging environment by most of the 
entrepreneurship elites are: application & utilization 
of risk management techniques, basically planning, 
decision making, intra organizational relations, 
internal motivation, creativity & innovation, and 
influence and encouragement. recent  research is 
going   to find and prioritize these indexes from the 
superior managers' points of view in Jahad-e- 
daneshgahi.                                                                                   
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In an organization in which human force has 
essential role in its development & activities  of 
human force  especially the superior managers, 
determining  management skills of its  managers and 
prioritizing these indexes and standards are  
necessary & inevitable. many a time a solution is 
specified by determining indexes and  criterions and 
their prioritization, in order for its confrontation with 
the matter of human force and the  organization can 
concentrate its capability  and planning on 
reinforcing its  preferred criterions and by accepting 
this approach, meantime reinforcing its external & 
internal functions, is continued to develop actively 
and dynamically. in other word prioritizing these 
criterions according to their importance for 
developing and growing organization, can be 
effective for development of strategies and 
reinforcement of human  success which consequently 
leads to general development of the organization.                                                                                                           

  
2. Theoretical bases and the background of the 
research:  
 

Entrepreneurial managers have various 
characteristics. the researchers have determined  
characteristics for entrepreneurs; some of these are 
psychological; this kind of   approach  which  
consequently  leads to  describe  characteristics; is 
called the  characteristics approach. scientists have 
done many researches about the traits  including  
positive mental states, need for achievement, self 
esteem,  tendency toward risk (risk tendency) and 
creativity and innovation.  

The second approach is behavioral approach. 
this is addressed to the activities of entrepreneurial  
persons. this approach is  addressed to the behaviors 
such as decision maker, a person who utilizes the 
opportunities, attracts investment & increases them, 
planner, a person who makes profits [14]. 

Mahmoud Ahmadpour dariyani introduced the 
personal characteristics  of entrepreneurs in his 
thesis, its  title is: " planning and explaining training 
models of entrepreneurial managers in industry, "as 
follows: 1.seeking success-  2.control center- 
3.tendency toward risk taking- 4.need of dependency  
5.creativiy  and 6. ambiguity  toleration.  

Asghar Babania introduced following 
characteristics for entrepreneurs in his research, its  
title is "the study  and determining the characteristics 
of managers & entrepreneurs in the industry of 
country": 1seeking success  – 2.risk taking -
3.ambiguty toleration -4.forsight – 5.seeking 
independency_  6. Conformity – 7. Internal   control.  

Toron Bery quotes from Timons: "in an 
entrepreneurship equation besides inherited and  
personal characteristics  of an entrepreneur, half of 
the equation is depended on the philosophy and the 
opinion of the entrepreneurial managers & this part 
can be learned." Toron Bery  thinks that these 10 
following characteristics are essential for an 

entrepreneurial manager: 1. internal control center - 
2. ambiguity toleration –  3.resolution for attracting 
the people who  are smarter than  him/ her-   4. 
enough motivation for performing, creating or 
changing – 5. welcoming (accepting ) opportunities- 
6.the feeling of  distress -  7. perseverance –   
8.flexibility – 9. optimism – 10. the feeling of 
movement and happiness (quoted from Jahangiri and 
Kalantari). 

Among other first researchers, we can name 
John Stwartmill (1848) who created this 
term(entrepreneurship) in English literature & he is 
the first person who was introduced  the factor of   
risk taking as an  essential factor to distinguish 
between manager and entrepreneur.  

Schwmpeter (1934) has defined 
entrepreneurship based on normal researches: "in 
general entrepreneurship  includes the activities, 
which generally don't performed in recent situations 
& it's generally a phenomenon which is created in 
more general situation of leadership." he believed 
that innovation and  creativity are the  main   
characteristics  of entrepreneurial attempts(efforts)  
(quoted from kordnaeech and co 1386 (2007 -8)). 

Teaching skills to managers had been one of the 
important issues in management researches  in 1980 
and   it had been  continued  in 1990  and  it  seems 
that it is one of the important   issues  in  recent age. 
skills are the capabilities which are achieved by 
people with learning and training & in fact these 
skills are different dimensions of abilities for 
effectiveness in work situation. based on this issue 
researchers had many skills for managers, for 
example O'neal has stated manager can't effectively 
plan, direct, control  and evaluate the job  and     
career without these essential skills: 1.technical 
2.decision making 3.analytic 4.human 5.connection 
(communication)  6.interpersonal 7.conceptual  
8.diagnostic 9.fiexibility 10.adminstrative (quoted 
from peterson & Van fleet). 

Jen -Her wu & colleagues suggested these skills 
for managers: 1.judgment and analysis & 
examination 2.creativity & innovation 3.planning and 
organizing 4.leadership 5.supervision & control  
6.connections and harmony7.teaching & 
compatibility  7.(being) multilingual 8.social. Also 
Borth & colleagues proposed 7 skills: 1.relational 
(communication) 2.interpersonal  3.self  motivation 
and innovation  4.professional presentation 
5.leadership (potential or actual) 6.analytic problem 
solving 7. University achievement [3]. 

Cameron & Whetten focused on  10 
management  skills  in  three dimensions, personal – 
interpersonal – group,  in  their  book  "development  
of management skills "(2005). 1. personal  skills: 
these skills include developing self awareness 
managing personal  stress and creative solving 
problem.  2. interpersonal skills: these skills consist 
of supportive relations (connections), obtaining 
influence and power, motivation & encouragement  
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of conflict management staffs.  3.group skills: they 
include making powerful, submission  authority,   
forming effective groups & group work & leadership 
of positive change (directing  positive change). 

Laary. C . jenny prow & colleagues expressed 
that: flexible management  skill is one of the 
essential skills of entrepreneurial managers to 
confront with the challenges in recent environment of 
work  which  is  changing every day and these skills 
should be reinforced to improve &  advance this 
essential  skill: 1.planning  2.decision making 
3.creativity & innovation 4. risk management 
5.intrapersonal relations 6, internal motivation 
7.influence. this research is based on the studies 

which have performed by Larry .C. jenny prow and 
colleagues. 
 
The study of essential  skill indexes of 
entrepreneurial managers:  

 
The essential skill indexes are defined as these 

seven skills: planning and decision  making, 
creativity and  innovation, risk management, 
interpersonal relations, internal motivation, influence 
& encouragement,  also related sub criterions are    
defined  for studying each of the mentioned skills 
among the studied population, and they are briefly 
presented in the following table: 

 
Table 1: perfprmed researches about the essential skill indexes of entrepreneurial managers: 

row criterion 
  

sub criterion researchers 

1 planning a:resources allocation 
b: compiling  
ambitions & long term  goals of 
organization 
c: compiling basic  
activities 

Saeedi kia, 
Larry C, Giunipero et al, Jen-Her, Wu et al, Zampetakis, 
Hisrich & Peters, Miner, Smith & Braker, Mc cleland, 
Williams, Dees & Robinson, Katz, Stoner, Freeman& Gilbert. 
 

2 decision making   a:making decisions  
about unusual issues 
b:making decisions 
about usual issues   

Saeedi kia(1386), Moghimi (1384), Beacker(2003), Mc cleland 
(1961), F.Knight(1921),Hisrich& Peters(2002), Cole(1959), 
Larry C, Giunipero et al ( 2005), Zowick &Hech (2000), Brock 
haus & Gasse(1990), Katz (1955), O,Neal (1958),Hersi & 
Blanchard (2000), Kasonder (1982), Cox & Beale (1997) 

3 innovation  
& creativity 

a : the ability of divergent 
thinking  
b :having knowledge  
c:the ability of  establishing 
relationship with others  
d:critical analysis and  
examination  
e:looking at the issues  
differently 
  

Moghimi(1384), Mc cleland (1961), Kourilsky (1980), Casson 
(1982), Cromie & Jones (1983), Carid (1988), Timmons 
(1990), Robinson , Stimpson,Hufner & Hunt (1991), Gorman 
(1997), Stewart (1998), Burns (2001), Schumpeter (1934), 
Aboud & Hornaday (1971), Pinchot (1985), Miner , Smith & 
Braker (1994), Littunen (2000), Zampetakis ( 2007) , Hall , 
Bosley & Udell (1980), Welsh &Young (1982), Larry C, 
Giunipero et al ( 2005), Jen-Her, Wu et al ( 2004), Hisrich & 
Peters(2002), joh kao , Thompson (2000) , Edwards (2003), 
Thomas (2004) 

4 risk 
management 

a : determining risk 
b : evaluating risk 
c :controlling risk 
d :supervision control   

Ahmad pour dariyani and  
Erfanian (1386), Kourilsky (1980), Casson (1982), Carid 
(1988), Timmons (1990), Gorman (1997), Stewart (1998), 
Burns (2001), Beacker(2003), Mill (1848), Mc cleland (1961), 
Kiby (1971), Sexton (1980),Brockhaus (1982), 
Williams(1987), joh kao , F.Knight(1921), Erlendson (2000), 
Frank carney, Pinchot (1985), Maclor et al (1999), Horsoil 
(1999), Drucker (1985), Stevenson &Gumper , Cooper & 
Dunkelberg (1981), Thompson (2000), Jahnson (2001), 
Littunen (2000), Zampetakis ( 2007) , Hall , Bosley & Udell 
(1980), Welsh &Young (1982), Larry C, Giunipero et al ( 
2005), Hisrich& Peters(2002), Brockhaus &Horowitz (2002), 
Litzinger (1965), Thomas (2004) 
 

5 interpersonal 
relations 

a :negotiation  
b :group work  
c :the ability of accepting leadership & 
leading  
d :recognizing the  
communication components in & out  
of the organization  

Alagheband(138 Hisrich& Peters(2002), Decarb & Lyons 
(1979), Hall , Bosley & Udell (1980), Cooper & Dunkelberg 
(1981), Mescon & Montanari (1981), Larry C, Giunipero et al ( 
2005), Carson,  Whetten,D & Cameron,K (2005), D.Tucker , 
Jen-Her, Wu et al ( 2004), Pickle (1964), Burt et al (2003), Cox 
& Beale (1997),      7) 

6 internal 
motivation 

a :automatic 
b :attractive  
c :enjoyable  
d :satisfying  
e : having positive  
challenges  

Shekar shekan & co (1381), Kourilsky (1980), Timmons 
(1990), Burns (2001), Beacker(2003), Miner , Smith & Braker 
(1994) , Mc cleland (1961), Butler (1999), Hisrich & O,brien 
(1981),Max Weber (1917), Littunen (2000), Thornberry 
(2006),Sutton (1954), Hartman (1959), Aboud & Hornaday 
(1971), Komivir (1972),Borland (1974), Durand (1975), 
Anderson (1977), Lachman (1980), Hall , Bosley & Udell 
(1980),  Welsh & White (1981), joh kao , Larry C, Giunipero et 
al ( 2005),  Frank carney, Whetten,D & Cameron,K (2005), 
Katz (1955), Burt et al (2003),O,Neal (1958),Mccran & 
Flanigan 
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7 influence & 
encouragement 

a :persuasion 
b :consultation 
c :personal attractions 
d : legal ways 
e : being kind  
f : cooperation  

Moghimi(1384), John Cotter (2004), Zerbinti (2005), Aboud & 
Hornaday (1971), Decarb & Lyons (1979), Welsh &Young 
(1982), Larry C, Giunipero et al ( 2005), Jen-Her, Wu et al ( 
2004), Whetten,D & Cameron,K (2005), Schrage (1965), 
Winter (1973), Katz (1955), Cox & Beale (1997), Ucl 

   
3. Theoretical hypothesis  & conceptual model:  

 
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is one of the 

multi criterions techniques of decision making which 
is used in order to make decision and choose one 
option among different  items considering the  
indexes  which are determined by decision maker. 
AHP is prepared as a structure and framework for 
cooperation & group partnership in decision makings 
or problem solving. moreover,  need  of pair 
comparison in AHP  is one of the advantages of this 
method. also this method includes  the possibility  of   
considering  different   qualitative  and   quantitative 
criterions in a problem.  generally  we can  state that  
AHP is consisted   of  goals, one collection of 
criterions and sub criterions & finally the decision 
options which should be  evaluated  and  prioritized, 
are (place) in  the  lowest  level  of  the hierarchy 
[12]. 

Because many criterions are influenced in the 
evaluation & prioritization of  skill indexes in 
managers and also, choosing (selecting) one 
entrepreneurial manager is specially important for an 
organization, using decision making method which 
has  some  combined (integrated) indexes, is  
necessary, also  utilizing analytic network process 
(ANP) can specify the relationship between 
criterions, because of creating  reciprocal relations 
between criterions &  their effects on each other for 
evaluating entrepreneurial managers. 

 In this research the ANP & AHP methods were 
used, because  in these 2 methods evaluating weights 
is  more  accurate than  the  direct method  and 
determining the amount of  compatibility between 
provided weights is possible. 
 
fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP):  

 
FAHP   was proposed  for the first time in 1980 

by Saaty. this method can analyze the issues like the 
thing which is performed in human brain. it enables 
the decision maker to determine the reciprocal & 
simultaneous effects  of many complicated and  
unknown situations.  this process  helps (assists) 
decision maker to organize the  priorities based on 
their goals,  knowledge  and experiences: so that they 
consider their feelings of judgment  completely. in 
order for solving the problems of decision making 
through AHP the problem (issue) should be different 
and  it should be explained carefully and exactly  and  
its details should been drawn as a hierarchy  form. 
although  this method has many capabilities in 
problem solving, AHP method is used the matrix of 
pair comparison in order for ranking priorities in 

which  the  inputs are certain numbers and  in  the  
cases  in which  the inputs  are ambiguous  or 
uncertain, we can use this method to obtain desirable  
results. in order for solving this problem, professor 
Lotfi askarzade has proposed fuzzy collection theory 
in relation to the  uncertainties  which  are  resulted  
from ambiguity. the  most  important  capability  of 
fuzzy collection  is its  ability  to present ambiguous 
or uncertain data.  

Leong and Cao [9] think  that  one of the  
reasons  of   low  accuracy  for  acquiring people's  
opinions in the traditional method of AHP is that  
they ask  the person  to  allocate a concise proportion 
to their pair comparison based on their 
understandings of the phenomena while  the person's 
understanding of a phenomenon  can't be  stated in 
Crisp, but  a span of the numbers  can  be  better  
than  a  certain  number  which reflects the person 's 
understanding of the  importance of the  phenomenon 
in comparison  with  other phenomena. so  fuzzy 
AHP can simulate decision making in human brain  
better  than  traditional  AHP. for  the  first time, 
Laarhoven  and  pedrycz [8] have proposed  fuzzy 
AHP  using  Triangular  fuzzy  number.  

Chang also has introduced  a new approach for 
performing  fuzzy  AHP  in  1996. yet  many 
researchers  have used fuzzy analytic hierarchy 
process in their researches. figure (1) (appendix) 
shows the necessary steps for ranking effective 
factors on the issue of ranking managers ' skill 
indexes in Jahad-e daneshgahi with the aid of fuzzy 
AHP method. 

 
4. Methodology: 

 
Recent  research is an explanatory measurable 

research which is classified as applied class. also this 
research is case study & Jahad-e daneshgahi  is 
chosen as studied organization. in this research, the 
statistical &  the target population are superior 
managers of Jahad-e daneshgahi (including managers 
of province units, investigation centers, organizations  
and  independent centers of Jahad-e daneshgahi  
throughout  the country).  today 70 persons  are  
included  in   the mentioned  group. a  researcher – 
made  questionnaire  was  sent  to  all  of the 
members of statistical population & among them, 31 
correct questionnaires were returned which were the 
bases of study and analysis. because the pair 
comparison were used, by evaluating the consistency 
rate  the   questionnaires' validity and reliability were 
confirmed by the elites. 
 
5. Data analysis: 
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The necessary steps for performing research are 
as follows  respectively: 

Step 1: gaining hierarchy structure by finding 
effective criterions and sub criterions in the problem. 
as it was mentioned earlier, the effective criterions & 
sub criterions on the issue (problem)  of  ranking  
managers'  skill  indexes  in Jahad-e daneshgahi, as 7 
main criterions  and   29 sub criterions, are  gained  
by  studying  and  reviewing literatures and also by 
the options  of  aware elites  in   this issue.  table (2) 
(appendix) shows the hierarchy structure of this 
research. 

Step 2: collecting  elites' opinions as fuzzy 
number and creating fuzzy pair comparison tables & 
gathering elites' opinions. 

In this step the concrete and common items  in 
the pair comparison questionnaires of  fuzzy AHP 

were used instead of common certain proportions in 
traditional AHP. 9 folds (each) triangular fuzzy scale  
was used for this research which has proposed by 
Testfamariam and Sadigh  based  on  Saaty scale. 
After gathering elites' answers in 9 folds scale & in 
the form of  some of  the  language's items, it's 
necessary  mentioned  answers are   converted to a 
scale which has the  ability of  analyzing & 
evaluating  answers, because  doing   a mathematical 
operation upon qualitative expressive variables is 
impossible. so the expressive variables should 
convert to fuzzy scales. using  triangular fuzzy scale 
helps to improve the process of decision making [6].  

Table (3) shows the correspondent fuzzy 
numbers of verbal scales  which  are derived from 
Tesfamariam & Sadigh ' research. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The steps of performing suggested methodology 
 
Table 2: 2 levels of  hierarchy indexes  & sub indexes with their codes   

first level ( goal)   code second level  
(criterions ) 

third level (sub criterions ) code of sub 
criterions 

A decision making  decision making about unusual issues 
decision making about normal issues 

A1 
A2 

     ranking 
    the skills 
    indexes of  
 entrepreneurial  
   managers in  
     Jahad-e 
    daneshgahi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

B innovation the ability of divergent thought 
having knowledge 
the ability of establishing relations with others 
critical analysis & examination 
looking at the issues differently 
 

B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 
B5  

C planning compiling ambitions & long term goals of organization 
compiling basic activities  
recourse allocation 

C1 
C2 
C3 

D risk management determining risks 
evaluating risks  
controlling risks  
supervision controls  

D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 

E interpersonal  
relations 

negotiation 
group work 
the ability of leading & accepting guidance 
determining the elements of relations in &  out the 
Organization 

E1 
E2 
E3 
E4 

F internal motivation automatic 
attractive  
enjoyable 
satisfying  
saving positive challenges 

F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 

G influence and  
encouragement 

persuasion  
consultation 
personal attracts 
legal ways  
being kind 
cooperation 

G1 
G2 
G3 
G4 
G5 
G6 
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Table 3: correspondent fuzzy numbers of verbal scales 
lingual  
variable 

fuzzy 
number 

the scale of  
correspondent 
fuzzy number 

lingual  
variable 

fuzzy  
number 

the  scale of 
correspondent 
fuzzy number 

the same 1 
 

(1,1,1) Intermediate        6 
 

(5,7,6) 

intermediate       2 (1,2,3) very  important        7 (6,8,7) 
a little more 
important 

      3 (2,3,4) Intermediate         8 (7,9,3) 

intermediate       4 (3,4,5) strictly more 
important 

       9 (8,9,9) 

more important       5 (4,5,6)    
 

Evaluating matrix of gathered elites' opinions: 
 
After  forming  pair  comparison  for  each  elite, 

the  elites' opinions  should   be gathered. in this 
research, the method of evaluating the geometrical 
average of certain people's opinions according (1) 
was used for gaining the combination  of people's 
opinions & final tables of pair comparison. 
 
a*ij =

k√(a*1
ij× a*2

ij×……×a*k
ij                                                      (1) 

 
A*

ij =[a*
ij  ]                                         (2) 

  
Step 3: evaluating and studying the consistency 

rate : 
Before,  gathering  the opinions  of  each  person  

about pair comparison,  we should be sure about  the 
consistency between people's opinions. but  the study 
of   consistency of  fuzzy pair comparison tables is 
not  as  simple as the  study of consistency of certain 
tables. for solving this problem, Csutora  & Buckley 
indicated in their article that if  Ã=[ãij ] be the matrix 
of fuzzy pair  comparison with  triangular fuzzy 
numbers ã = (lij , mij , uij ), forming matrix of A =[ mij 
] and studying its  compatibility is enough. if A is 
compatible so the  Ã will also   be compatible 
(Csutora & Buckly), but when the matrix of decision 
making is not completely compatible, consistency 
index of pair comparison matrix is obtained after 
forming the middle numbers  of  the  tables and 
gaining  the biggest  special value  of ƛ  (max) from  
the following equation: 
 
C.I =(  ƛ ( max ) – n )/(n-1).                                              (3) 

 
 If  the studied matrix is completely compatible, 

ƛ (max) will be n (ƛ (max)=n). how much this  matrix 
approaches to the state of complete compatible the 
value of  £ (max) will approximate to  n, which  
means the numbers of factors are compared  with  
each  other. the  consistency  index shows  the 
amount  of consistency in decision making matrix. as 
you see this index  is depended to  (n). we divide this 
index in to the other index which is called " Random 
Index, (R.I) in order for separating this index from n 
& making it independent. this index is resulted from 
the average indexes of decision making matrix 
consistency which are produced randomly. table 4 
(index) shows the values  of  R.I in exchange for 

different values. we  call the new index "Consistency 
Rate, C.R" and you can see its relation in this 
equation: 
 
C.R= C.I/R.I                                                                                                  (4) 

 
Step 4: evaluation of certain matrix of   gathered 

elites ' opinions using CFCS method: 
After being sure about the consistency 

(compatibility) among people 's opinions we should 
convert the pair comparison matrix of fuzzy scale in 
to  certain   scale  which idiomatically is called " 
defuzzification  of  fuzzy pair comparison matrix" 
and in this research, Opricovic and Tzeng [10]  's 
approach was used for defuzzification of  elites ' 
fuzzy answers & you can see them in equations 5 to 
12. if  Ãk

ij = ( Ik
ij , mk

ij ,uk
ij ) is  the  pair  comparison  

matrix  of the  kth   elite  of  pair  comparison 
between I & j, so the steps of  CFSC method are as 
follows: 

 
A: evaluating normalized matrix 

 
xlk

ij  =  ( lk
ij  - minlk

ij  )  / ∆max 
min                                                (5) 

 
xmk

ij = (mk
ij  - minlk

ij  ) /∆max 
min                                                 (6) 

 
xuk

ij  = (uk
ij  - minlk

ij    ) / ∆max 
min                               (7) 

 
in above relations, we have: 

 
∆max

 min   = maxuk
ij   - minlk

ij                                                         (8) 
 
B : evaluating normal left (ls) and right (us) 

values: 
 
xlsk

ij = xmk
ij / (1+ xmk

ij –xlk
ij )                                 (9) 

 
xusk

ij = xuk
ij / (1+ xuk

ij –xmk
ij )                              (10) 

 
C :evaluating final normal certain value: 
 

xk
ij = [xlsk

ij (1 – xlsk
ij ) +xusk

ij] / [1-xlsk
ij +xusk

ij ]  (11) 
 
D :evaluating certain values  

 
a*k

ij = minlk
ij + xk

ij ∆max
 min                                                         (12) 

 
Step 5 : evaluating final weight (s): 
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Finally we use the equation (13) to obtain weight 
(s). in this  relationship, CFCS 

(Ã)   indicates defuzzified  value of  gathering 
elites opinions matrix, and W is the weight value 
which we are going to evaluate. 

λ − =


=∑


max[ ( ) ]. 0
 

1i

CFCS A W

w                                          (13)

 

 
Table 4: The values of random index in lieu of  (n):   

   n   3    4   5  6    7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15 
the 
value 
of RI 

0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59 

 
Fuzzy analytic network process: 

 
Some of the decision making issues can't be 

arranged in a hierarchy because there is  reciprocal 
relationship  between criterions, for example in the 
cases in which the weight of indexes is depended to 
the weight of options or the weight of options is 
depended to the indexes this case isn't a hierarchy 
and it creates   a  network  or a non linear  system. in 
order for  solving this problem Saaty suggested when 
the general structure of a problem (an issue) is 
network structure instead of hierarchy structure,  
analytic network  process (ANP)  should be  used as  
an expansion of (AHP) to evaluate the weights of 
criterions. the relationship between criterions is 
hierarchical and  one sided in  AHP, the relationship 
between the indexes and the levels of decision 
making is reciprocal in ANP. 

A network is drawn in order for solving the 
problem by (through) ANP method and the existing 
nodes in this network are equal  to the  goals, 
criterions and the options  which  are according 
(consistent with) our needs, the oriented vectors 
which are connected these nodes, are also  equal to 
the direction  and the existence of these nodes effects 
on each other, like AHP the weights of criterions & 
the desirability of options are directly obtained by 
receiving people judgments and using pair 
comparisons. 

Generally we can summarize  the  steps  of fuzzy  
analytic  network  process in these 5 steps : 1. 
building a model & framing steps 2. gathering elites' 
opinions in the form of (as) fuzzy numbers and 
forming fuzzy number comparison tables 3. 
evaluating & studying the consistency rate 4.  
evaluating certain  matrix  of gathering elites ' 
opinions using CFCS method  5. evaluating the 
weight(s) of elites' consensus about pair 
comparisons. steps 2-4 are  explained   in the 
hierarchy analytic process, we will explain only steps 
1 & 5 in this section.  

Step 1:  in figure 2, the level related to criterions 
is considered as a cluster. the sub elements related to 

each of the elements are defined as a cluster  
themselves. after drawing effective elements and 
indexes upon the studied  issue ( problem), it is turn 
to find dependencies and relations between the 
network elements and to prepare a  final relational  
model   among   the  elements. this  step  is  the   
most important  part  of  an  analytic  process 
decision  making. after determining the the clusters 
of a network, they should connect to each other & 
this connection is done based on the kind of the 
relationship among the effective elements. The group 
discussions were used to determine the dependency 
among criterions. after interviewing with the Jahad-e 
daneshgahi's elites about the seven management 
skills of entrepreneurial managers in Jahad-e 
daneshgahi, the    dependencies of the criterions are 
considered (in such a way) that all of the effective   
elements  in  the level of 2  hierarchical structures 
have internal dependency with each other. so the 
final relational model of the problem (issue) was 
shown in figure (2). 

Step 5 : evaluating the  weights of  elites pair 
comparison consensus : 

After being sure about the consistency of 
consensus among elites 'answers and evaluating the 
weight of  each criterion in level 2 & 3 and the 
weight of internal relations,  inconsistent  super 
matrix  was  formed.  then    this    matrix  was 
normalized with respect to the total of  column 
values, it means each  element of this matrix is 
divided in to the total of the values in the same 
column  the resultant is called" harmonic super 
matrix" in final step for obtaining weight (s) ofeach 
index or sub index, limited (bounded)super matrix  is 
obtained by squaring the harmonic super matrix. It' s 
necessary to mention that final evaluations has done 
by means of  super decision software in order for 
obtaining the  limited(bounded)  matrix. tables 5 and 
6 shows the summary of  weight (s) and ranks of all 
effective  elements (factors) in the process of ranking 
managers skill indexes  by 2 (FAHP) and (FANP) 
methods. 
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Fig. 2: The final relational in ANP 
 
Table 5: summary of the results of evaluating weight (S) and final ranks of sub criterions in FANP & FAHP 

Criterions 
 
 
 

code 
of sub 
criteri
on 

sub 
criterion 

limited matrix 
weight in 
FANP 

final  rank in 
FANP 

final 
Weight in FAHP 

final 
rank 
in FAHP 

decision making A1 
 
 
A2 

decision making about unusual 
issues 
decision making about  
normal issues  
  
  
 

0.0800 
 
 
0.0462  

    1 
 
 
    2 

0.0678 
 
 
0.0391 

 3 
 
 
12 

innovation B1 
 
 
B2 
 
B3 
 
 
 
B4 
 
 
B5 

The ability of divergent 
thought  
 
having knowledge 
 
the ability of establishing 
relations with others 
 
critical     analysis  and           
examination 
 
looking at the issues differently 

0.0129 
 
 
0.0097 
 
0.0099 
 
  
0.0135 
 
 
0.0107 

14 
 
 
21 
 
19 
 
 
12 
 
 
17 

0.136 
 
 
0.0102 
 
0.0104 
 
 
0.0143 
 
 
0.0113 

22 
 
 
28 
 
27 
 
 
20 
 
 
24 

planning C1 
 
 
C2 
 
C3 

compiling  ambitions & long 
term goals in organization 
 
compiling basic activities 
 
recourses allocation  
  
  
 

0.0427 
 
 
0.0171 
 
0.0220 

3 
 
 
9 
 
6 

0.1332 
 
 
0.0533 
 
0.0685 

1 
 
 
8 
 
2 

risk  
management 

D1 
 
D2 
 
D3 
 
D4 

determining risk 
 
evaluating risk 
 
controlling risk 
 
supervision controls  

0.0208 
 
0.0174 
 
0.0125 
 
0.0142 

7 
 
8 
 
15 
 
11 

0.0577 
 
0.0481 
 
0.0346 
 
0.0395 

7 
 
9 
 
13 
 
11 
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Interpersonal 
relations 

E1 
 
E2 
 
E3 
 
E4 

Negotiation 
 
group work 
 
the ability of leading &  accepting 
guidance  
determining the elements of 
relations in & out of the  
organization  
  
  
  
 

0.0112 
 
0.0169 
 
0.0252 
 
0.0223 

16 
 
10 
 
4 
 
5 

0.0070 
 
0.0105 
 
0.0156 
 
0.0138 

29 
 
26 
 
18 
 
21 

internal  
motivation 

F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 

Automatic 
attractive 
enjoyable 
satisfying 
having positive challenges  
  
  
  
 

0.0040 
0.0068 
0.0094 
0.0092 
0.0094 

29 
27 
23 
24 
22 

0.0266 
0.0451 
0.0620 
0.0613 
0.0623 

14 
10 
5 
6 
4 

 
Table 6: final weight & rank of basic criterions resulted from FANP & FAHP 

index limited matrix weight in  
        FANP                                                     

criterions 
weights in    
FAHP 

final rank in  
      FANP 

final rank in  
      FAHP 

decision making 0.12622 0.107 1 4 
innovation 0.05666 0.060 5 6 
Planning 0.08174 0.255 2 2 
risk management 0.0649 0.180 4 3 

interpersonal relations 0.07549 0.047 3 7 
internal motivation 0.03878 0.257 7 1 
influence & encouragement 0.05622 0.05622 6 5 

 
Discussion & conclusion: 

 
The comparative study between the findings of 

the criterions resulted from 2  
 FAHP and FANP: In the study of comparison 

between 2 mentioned methods, followings points are 
proposed: 

1.creativity, planning, risk management and 
influence and encouragement, don't have significant   
movement, it means  that  the  prioritization at most 
has been preceded about one step or it   has been 
gone back, we can accept this difference considering 
the  different  nature  of  theses  2  methods. But 
about 3  criterions including decision making, 
interpersonal relations & also internal motivation, the 
significant prioritization difference was happened, 
which must be explained and studied.   

2. criterions including decision making and   
interpersonal relations which have been important 
(priorities 1 & 3) in FAHP, haven't  had the first  
priority in FACP (priorities 4 & 7). 

3. internal motivation which has had the least 
importance in FANP (priority 7) but it  has the most 
priority  (7) in FAHP. 

4. about the difference of priority in decision    
making  (criterion),  because the major part of 
evaluation of this criterion is referred to the sub 
criterion " decision making about  unusual  issues", 

and  on   the   other   hand   this criterion has 
maximum proximity with creative solving problem 
and  creativity, and  the criterion "creativity " had not  
have  the difference of priority in 2 methods, also we 
can easily neglect this difference. 

5.the  significant  priority  change  of  the  
criterions including internal motivation and 
interpersonal relation ,each of them is moved to  the 
last  priority  in each of  these  methods, must  be 
discussed in detail. because a  scientific and firm 
case explanation about this issues hadn't been found 
in comparison with the mentioned  methods, again 
we referred to  obtain elites' opinions  in the studied 
organization (Jahad-e daneshgahi ), and this question 
was asked them: " which of  these issues has the  
least &  which one has the most priority, internal 
motivation or inter-personal relation?". in concluding 
answers we can say: considering the nature, 
expansion &  abundant action flexibility which is 
available in Jahade daneshgahi activities, it is 
expected (that) internal motivation and its  criterions 
are existed to much extent, in other word  it's 
confirmed that these activities  are   attractive and 
enjoyable and also challenging, and naturally 
performing these activities which have these 
characteristics, are concurred with personal  
management  satisfaction. the aim  of explaining  this   
issue  is that  existence of internal motivation is 
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essential for a manager, but this condition is not the 
base & principle of success and  meantime another 
factor should be  found. considering the findings of 
the studies, the criterion " interpersonal relation"  
place is changed in FANP method and its priority is 
changed from last to third (priority) and  it's 
necessary to study the volume of validity of this 
change considering to the nature of Jahad-e 
daneshgahi activities. the amount of success  in each 
unit of Jahade daneshgahi considering  the 
independency  of  the units  and special situations 
and unique characteristics in the activity area of each 
untie is emphasized on the importance of the issues 
such as negotiation, determining relations elements 
in and out of the organization, the ability of  
accepting guidance and leading  others & group work 
more & more. in other word,  determining the 
elements which relates to the interpersonal relations 
and  the ability for  an unit manager & the complex 
in which  he/ she manages, to perform these elements 
basically, are  necessary and  basic  conditions in 
order for achieving success in a Jahade daneshgahi 
unit. this issue is maximally consistent with the  
recent reality of  Jahad-e daneshgahi  so that by brief 
study of the quality of operations in  different Jahad-
e daneshgahi units throughout  the  country, we can  
simply understand each unit which is used the  
characteristics  related to the  inter organizational  
relations basically  and extensively, can  be achieved  
more success. 

6. considering all of the above explanations, we 
can conclude  when we analyze the organizations 
like Jahad-e daneshgahi (the quasi_ entrepreneurship 
or Jihad organizations), analyzing by FANP is given 
more acceptable results  in the analysis of recent 
situation. 

As a limitations of this research we can address 
to this point  though  theoretically separating some of 
the  issue's indexes in to some other sub indexes  and  
entering them in the prioritization elements phase  
were possible but because the number of pair 
comparisons  in ANP method  is followed (imitated) 
this equation: n (n-1) /2, like the method of analyzing  
& studying hierarchy for the (n) of compared   
element, by increasing the number of these elements, 
the numberof pair comparisons is increased 
increasingly, and it leads to considerable  increasing 
the number of questions in the questionnaire and  the  
elites   will  avoid answering it as a student research. 

Because  of  spreading   the addresses of  the  
members of statistical population throughout the 
world,  completing these questionnaires is taken a 
long time & this is another limitation of this research, 
also classifying requested data  is  the other 
limitation   

By studying the resulted finding, paying 
attention to the following suggestions will be useful: 

1.  using FAHP and FANP techniques for 
prioritization is suggested in this research, the 

prioritization is examined  and  studied by  the  other  
MADM  techniques. 

2. it's suggested that Iranian - Islamic models 
(Larry, C. Jen prow' model is used in this research) is 
prepared & compiled based on elites & 
entrepreneurs' opinions in Jahad-e daneshgahi, and it 
is studied & examined. 

3. Considering  to  the existence of Jihad 
organizations which had formed after Islamic 
revolution of Iran (like Basij, Sepah –e pasdaran, 
Jahad-e daneshgahi, Jahad-e keshavarzi ……)  and  
they are  more   considerable skilled than the other 
governmental organizations, the necessity of 
compiling the reasons and the way of  performing 
and functioning these organizations is completely 
necessary. it's  suggested  that the model  of  Jihad 
organization (instead of entrepreneurial organization) 
will be compiled in Iran. 
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